
PLATINUM COLLECTION
Each box of mouth-watering chocolate comes wrapped in our signature 
Fannie May® platinum wrapping paper for an elegant presentation.

Assorted Chocolates
A classic assortment of milk and dark 
covered buttercreams, nougats, 

Assorted Creams
An irresistible collection of buttercreams— 
vanilla, chocolate, raspberry and strawberry— 
covered in milk, semi-dark and dark 
chocolate, along with Trinidads and 
other favorites. 

Chocolate Cherries
A Maraschino cherry suspended in 
a light, rum flavored liquid center 
and surrounded by dark or milk 
chocolate. 

Colonial Assortment
A selection of signature tastes – from 
Pixies and Trinidads to buttercreams, 

K. 82066  1lb. Assorted Chocolates 
$30.00

L. 82078  1lb Assorted Creams 
$30.00

M. 82075  1lb. Dark Cherries
$30.00

N. 82076  1lb. Milk Cherries
$30.00

J. 82060  1lb. Colonial Assortment
$30.00

Vanilla Buttercreams
Silky, smooth vanilla cream 
centers surrounded in luscious 
milk or dark chocolate. 

H. 82068  1lb. Milk Buttercreams 
$30.00

I. 82069  1lb. Dark Buttercreams 
$30.00

Carmarsh®

covered in delicious dark 
chocolate. 

G. 82073  1lb. Dark Carmarsh
$30.00

Mint Meltaways®
Cool, creamy mint chocolate 
centers coated in milk chocolate 
or green pastel. 

D. 82065  1lb. Mint Meltaways
$30.00

E. 82064  8oz. Mint Meltaways
$16.00

Trinidads®
Rich, dark chocolate center 
coated in a white pastel and 
toasted coconut shell. 

F. 82067  1lb. Trinidads
$30.00

Pixies®
Buttery caramel and fresh pecans 
drenched in luscious milk or dark 
chocolate. 

A. 82063  1lb. Milk Chocolate
Pixies $30.00

B. 82072  1lb. Dark Chocolate
Pixies $30.00 

C. 82062  8oz. Milk Chocolate
Pixies $16.00

BEST SELLER BEST SELLER

BEST SELLER

For nearly 100 years, Fannie May® has been devoted to delivering an exceptional chocolate 
experience. The kind that not only excites the senses, but makes the moment. Makes it better, 
happier, more memorable. Because a moment with Fannie May chocolate whether taken for 

yourself or shared with those you love is someting to savor and recreate. 
Every bite is a possibility. All you have to do is TASTE WHY...®


